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Unmanned Vehicles’ editorial team is
always happy to receive comments on

its articles and to hear readers’ views on
the issues raised in the magazine.

Contact details can be found on p1.

RESPONSE

Damage limitation
Once again, UAVs have found their way 
into the headlines of the world’s media for 
all the wrong reasons. Whether it be ‘rogue’
drones blamed for collateral damage or loss
of civilian lives, or computer viruses infecting
the control stations of Predator airframes at
Creech AFB in Nevada, any unmanned-
related incident is today quickly snapped 
up by critics.

Television clips of an alleged USAF RQ-170
Sentinel being picked over by Iranian military
officials on the internet in early December,
however, have raised different concerns this
time. How did the so-called ‘low-observable’,
or stealthy, ISR platform find its way into an
Iranian gymnasium? 

Despite initially refusing to comment on
the loss, President Barack Obama went on
the record to ask the Iranians to return 
the UAV, although he did not confirm the
platform by name.

According to the International 
Security Assistance Force’s official response 
to the incident, the UAV ‘to which the 
Iranians are referring, may be a US unarmed
reconnaissance aircraft that had been flying 
a mission over western Afghanistan late 
last week’. The statement continued: ‘The
operators of the UAV lost control of the
aircraft and had been working to determine
its status.’ 

The manufacturer of the UAV in question,
Lockheed Martin, could only add: ‘The USAF
acknowledged in December 2009 that it 
had developed the RQ-170 Sentinel as a 
low-observable unmanned aircraft system
with a primary mission of ISR.’

Whether the ‘Beast of Kandahar’ was 
shot down or suffered a loss of control
forcing it to land, the incident again 
illustrates how much work has yet to be 

done as the US, Europe and Israel, in
particular, look to develop the next
generation of UAVs, not to mention UCAVs.
Such reports highlight the importance of
ensuring that unmanned systems attain
suitable safety standards capable of satisfying
public suspicion regarding the deployment
of autonomous vehicles.

Whether it is damage-tolerant flight
control technology as developed by 
Rockwell Collins and the US Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency, 
anti-jamming equipment or sense-and-avoid
capabilities, the unmanned arena is set to
remain under the microscope of the world’s
media for a long time to come.

As we discover in this edition in an
interview (see p40) with the Civil Aviation
Authority, the project to integrate UAVs 
into UK airspace, for example, is a work in
progress, but one which is necessary,
requiring much attention in order to gain 
the faith of the general public and wider 
aviation community.

In addition, North America Editor 
Scott R Gourley (see p8) looks at the US
Army’s latest unmanned strategy in light of
its recent Manned Unmanned System
Integration Capability exercise (looking at
integrating manned and unmanned assets
on the battlefield) and recent findings of the
Congressional super-committee tasked with
reducing the national deficit by $1.2 trillion.

The panel, which comprises six 
Republican and six Democrat members of
Congress, admitted in November that it had
failed to agree on a cost-saving deal. Only
time will tell what implications this will have
for the wider US unmanned strategy. UV
awaits with interest.
Andrew White, Editor

� Asian overview

� HALE UAVs

� Weaponisation

� VTOL UAS

IN THE
NEXT
ISSUE
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UAE MALE 
platform unveiled
Abu Dhabi-based Adcom used November’s
Dubai Airshow to display its latest creation –
the United 40 MALE UAV.

The aircraft features an unusual twin-wing
configuration and hybrid turbine-electric
power to extend its endurance. The example
seen at Dubai is the first prototype and Ali 
Al Dhaheri, general designer and CEO at
Adcom, told Unmanned Vehicles that he
hoped to see the aircraft airborne by the 
end of the year.

‘With most UAVs with a pusher propeller,
the centre of gravity is towards the rear of 
the aircraft,’ Al Dhaheri said. ‘But with the 
two-wing configuration, we keep the centre
of gravity in the middle of the aircraft.

‘The United 40 uses a patented wing
design giving it a glide ratio of 1:43. That’s
four times more than the glide ratio of the
MQ-9 Reaper.’

Al Dhaheri claimed that the wings allow
the aircraft to sustain cruise flight at one-sixth
of its full power rating of 120hp, provided by
the Rotax 914 engine. The onboard electric
motor, which is capable of producing 80hp,
can be combined with the main engine,
boosting take-off performance in hot and
high conditions.

The United 40, named in celebration of 
the UAE’s 40th anniversary, is also designed
to be armed and is capable of carrying up to
eight Adcom Namrod air-to-ground missiles.
These have retractable wings which are
deployed after launch, falling in line with 
Al Dhaheri’s drive to keep the airframe as
aerodynamically ‘clean’ as possible – even 
the EO/IR sensor turret is retractable. 

Controlled by satellite or line-of-sight
communications, the UAV is capable of 
flying for several days, Al Dhaheri claimed.
However, company literature suggests a
more conservative 25-hour endurance. 
The United 40 is 11m long and has a
wingspan of 17.5m.
By Tony Osborne, Dubai

South Korean aerospace companies unveiled
a plethora of new unmanned designs at the
Seoul International Aerospace & Defense
Exhibition (ADEX) in October.

Korea Aerospace Industries (KAI)
showcased two designs at the event,
including the 25kg Devil Killer – a remote-
controlled bomb ideal for large-scale swarm
attacks. Launched from a bungee catapult
that can be mounted on a small vehicle, the
craft is being co-developed with Hanyang
and Konkuk Universities. 

Kim Bong-ju, a research engineer with 
KAI’s UAV development team, said work 
on Devil Killer had begun earlier in 2011 
using company resources, adding that it
performed its first flight in August. An electric
motor gives a top speed of 215kts with a 
four-hour endurance. 

At an optimum range of between 10 
and 15km, an operator is capable of guiding
the 1.5m-long UAV with its explosive payload
onto a target. In future, its designers envision
it could even be fired from an M270 Multiple
Launch Rocket System.

KAI’s other new product was the Bandi,
which has been on the drawing board for 
only a few months. Originally conceived as a
UAV, it has been upgraded into an optionally
piloted vehicle. 

The Bandi is being co-developed with 
the Korea Aerospace Research Institute 
and could have dual military and civilian
surveillance applications with its 200km 
range and 14-hour endurance.

Elsewhere, KAI admitted no progress
had been made on the K-UCAV design
unveiled two years ago. It has also
stopped work on the next-generation
Night Intruder 100N after Korean Air 
(KAL) received the contract for the KUS-11.
However, it is still working on a Republic of
Korea Army (ROKA) corps-level UAV in
direct competition with KAL.

Meanwhile, Hanwha showed its 
Flapping Micro Air Vehicle – a joint project 
for a ‘pigeon-sized’ system designed in
collaboration with the USAF Research
Laboratory. It weighs 200g and has the 
ability to loiter for up to 25 minutes. 

The company also exhibited an 
80mm-diameter Smart Grenade system
which performs reconnaissance inside a
building. This small wheeled robot is fired 
up to 100m by rifle grenade launcher, 
and can also have a direct attack function
when fitted with a thermobaric device.

It emerged that development work 
on the KAL KUS-11 UAV, designed 
to replace the ROKA’s KAI Night Intruder
300 (RQ-101) airframes, will be completed
in 2014 with first deliveries the 
following year. 

KAL is also working on the 8m-long,
medium-range KUS-15 as a corps-level
design for the ROKA, which is still at the
developmental stage and has not yet
flown. The company also exhibited the
170kg KUS-TR tiltrotor UAV.
By Gordon Arthur, Seoul

KAL’s KUS-15 was on show but has yet to fly. (Photo: author)
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...as RAF quashes Reaper rumours

to fully engage the present threat,’ stated a USAF
coordination and approval document.

‘By procuring this aircraft and rapidly fielding 
the capabilities developed on it, the DoD and 
other agencies will be able to close this gap now, in
addition to preparing for the next-generation threat.’

The Avenger is described by its manufacturer 
as a high-speed, multi-mission, medium-to-high-
altitude UAS, that is designed for wide-area
surveillance and strike missions. 

Notably, while it can carry a host of sensors, 
the platform’s internal weapons bay can hold 
some 1,360kg in precision munitions, leading to
speculation over the purpose of this deployment 
in aid of Operation Enduring Freedom. 

It has a 20-hour endurance and is said to have
much higher operational and transit speeds than 
the other two Predator platforms. The approval
document said that it will be able to fly to targets
‘much more rapidly than the MQ-9’.
By Beth Stevenson, London

The USAF has released a special notice outlining 
its intention to deploy the Predator C Avenger 
UAS to Afghanistan.

Released by Air Force Materiel Command on 
9 December, the notice justified why the system 
is needed in-theatre and revealed that the 
original intent to acquire the platform had 
been established on 5 July. 

The platform will be used as a test vehicle to
develop ‘next-generation’ UAS sensors, weapons
and tactics, techniques and procedures to ensure 
‘a quick, smooth and efficient fielding of these
advanced capabilities to the area of operations’, 
the notice read.  Because General Atomics
Aeronautical Systems is the only manufacturer 
of the aircraft, it will remain the sole contractor 
for the contract. 

‘Currently, the combatant commanders, with 
the Secretary of Defense’s concurrence, have
determined there are insufficient assets in-theatre
today to gather the necessary information and 

‘Everybody assumed that the lack of
airworthiness [of the Predator A] transferred 
to the Predator B [Reaper],’ Jeffrey told the 
Air Power in Irregular Warfare conference at
Farnborough on 30 November.

Describing how criticism of the aircraft had
been fed by urban myths, Jeffrey reiterated 
his confidence in the current capability of the
airframe: ‘My argument is that the technology 
is there.’

Controlled by 39 Squadron from Creech 
AFB, Nevada, Reaper operations have also come
under scrutiny for lacking situational awareness,
Jeffrey said. It is understood that there is a 
multi-second communications delay between
Creech and Kandahar Airfield in Afghanistan,
sources suggested.
By Beth Stevenson, Farnborough

A senior UK military official has dismissed ‘urban
myths’ surrounding the situational awareness
capability and general performance of RAF MQ-9
Reaper UAVs operating in Afghanistan.

According to Wg Cdr Andrew Jeffrey, SO1 Air 
and Joint Effects, MoD, accusations by military
figures and the media that the aircraft lacked
airworthiness were ‘absolute nonsense’.

He also denied the existence of ‘rogue’ and 
‘killer drone’ UAVs in Afghanistan, describing how
systems with lost downlinks were grounded as
quickly as possible.

In March, RAF Reapers were heavily criticised 
for inflicting civilian fatalities during a strike
operation against insurgents. However, an ISAF
report later vindicated the service, describing 
how operators had conducted the mission in 
line with official rules of engagement.

(Image: GA-ASI)
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...as marines continue cargo UGV tests
complex scenarios as the week progressed,
Beck told Unmanned Vehicles.

Following the LTA, Capt Warren Watts 
of the Cargo UGV project office described a
requirement to improve the night driving
capability of the vehicle. ‘We could use
improvements in situational cameras and 
for tele-operation. Basically, today we use
daytime cameras, but some can be changed
[to night vision] to improve operation at night.’

Noting that all but one of the participating
marines were Afghanistan or Iraq veterans,
Watts added that troops were still ‘thinking of
new and different ways to use the system and
how they would field the technology if they
had it in-theatre’.

Referring again to current operations, Watts
said the marines believed the unmanned
MTVR would be ‘of value as technology
progresses’, but stressed that there were

currently no plans to deploy the system.
However, he said ‘they think it should be
fielded eventually’.

Meanwhile, parts have already been
ordered to convert a second MTVR, which
could be operational by May next year. 
This, according to Beck, would allow two
vehicles to be operated from a single OCU.

Looking ahead, a third LTA is scheduled 
for Q3 2012 followed by a limited objective
experiment by the end of the year at Camp
Lejeune in North Carolina.

Currently, the unmanned MTVR uses: one
or two LIDAR systems; six EO/IR cameras for
180° coverage of obstacle classification; and
short, medium and long-range radars. The
USN is looking for the Cargo UGV to be 
able to deliver approximately 6t of supplies
including water, ammunition and food.
By Andrew White, London

The US Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC)
has completed a second limited technical
assessment (LTA) of Oshkosh’s Medium
Tactical Vehicle Replacement (MTVR)
unmanned system.

The nine-day assessment, part of NAVSEA’s
Cargo UGV programme, was conducted at
Oshkosh’s Gaskill test centre near Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania in October. It involved six
marines with a single Operator Control 
Unit (OCU) and MTVR.

According to Oshkosh’s chief engineer for
unmanned systems, John Beck, the LTA went
‘extremely well’, with all marines taking to the
system ‘quite readily’.

Tests involved a series of scenarios ranging
from 30 to 90 minutes in duration, as well as
having the MTVR lead and follow a convoy 
of manned vehicles. The evaluation started
with basic applications and rolled into more

An RfP for a giant procurement of UGVs 
by the US DoD will be released in the 
first quarter of 2012, industry sources 
have claimed.

Speaking to Unmanned Vehicles, 
insiders said the competition was still at 
the assessment stage, with the most 
recent evaluation exercise having taken
place at an undisclosed location in Texas
during November. 

Further timelines for the ‘Micro-Bot’ or
‘Throw-Bot’ programme remain unknown.
However, one industry source said he
expected movement ‘very soon’, adding
that the RfP would be published early 
next year. 

In August, UV reported that the DoD 
was looking to procure some 4,000 UGVs 
as part of a joint urgent operational needs
statement for Afghanistan. Since then,
however, it appears that the requirement

has risen closer to 5,000 units, a source 
within the DoD told UV.

Specific mission requirements remain
unknown, but it is understood that the
services are looking for a COTS technology

solution in the sub-10lb (4.5kg) class.
Participating UGVs are understood to
include Qinetiq North America’s Dragon
Runner, ODF’s Eye Drive, ReconRobotics’
Recon Scout XT, iRobot’s 110 FirstLook 
and MacroUSA’s Armadillo. 

Many of the companies involved 
were unable to discuss the requirement –
Qinetiq said the programme was not
something which could be commented 
on at the present time.

Used by dismounted troops in
Afghanistan, small and micro-UGVs have
proven popular for ISR missions as well 
as counter-IED taskings. They can also be
thrown over compound walls to provide 
a discreet reconnaissance capability 
before assaulting troops gain entry. The
DoD was unavailable to comment on 
the requirement.
By Andrew White, London

US forces are growing increasingly reliant
on UGVs. (Photo: US DoD)

US DoD set for major ‘micro-robot’ buy...
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US ARMY PROGRAMMES

‘Our purpose is to ensure 
that troops on the ground have 

all the access they need.’
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which includes moving to our initial
operational test and evaluation (IOT&E) 
next summer – fourth quarter FY2012 –
currently scheduled for August, at the
National Training Center [Fort Irwin,
California], where we will team with one of
the BCTs [brigade combat teams] going
through and provide UAS support to that
BCT. Along with the August IOT&E, we are
also going to have our first unit deployed –
similar to a quick-reaction capability – in
February 2012. That is a “full-up” Gray Eagle
company with 12 aircraft that will be
deploying to OEF [Operation Enduring
Freedom, Afghanistan],’ he said.

�� POWER OF THREE
In addition to the upcoming milestones, the
recent MUSIC demonstration included the
unveiling of a new payload for the General
Atomics Aeronautical Systems Gray Eagle.
Dubbed ‘Triclops’, the new sensor suite
enhances situational awareness by providing
three EO/IR sensors that can be controlled
simultaneously from three geographically
dispersed and distinct types of GCS, which 
in turn independently track three separate
targets. During the MUSIC demonstration,
the primary Raytheon AN/AAS-53 Common
Sensor Payload under the nose of Gray 
Eagle was operated via a Ku-band Tactical
Common Data Link (TCDL) from AAI’s
Universal GCS, while the two Raytheon 
DAS-2 sensors under the wings were
operated separately by soldiers on the
ground using a bi-directional One System
Remote Video Terminal (OSRVT) and
Aerovironment’s Mini-Universal GCS
designed for use with Raven and Puma 
small UAS.

I
n the aftermath of the recently
completed Manned Unmanned 
Systems Integration Capability (MUSIC)

demonstration at Dugway Proving Ground,
Utah, representatives from the US Army 
UAS community used the venue of the
Association of the United States Army 
(AUSA) annual meeting in Washington, DC 
to highlight a range of ongoing activities 
and provide insight on future directions for
tactical UAS platforms.

Col Timothy Baxter, project manager, UAS
(PM UAS) in the Program Executive Office,
Aviation at Redstone Arsenal, Alabama,
opened the panel with an overview of two
pending milestones for the army’s MQ-1C
Gray Eagle during the next year.

Referring to an early October briefing to
defence acquisition executive Frank Kendall,
Baxter said it ‘provided an update to [Office 
of the Secretary of Defense] leadership on
where we are at in terms of the programme’. 

‘The update went well. In effect, what we
briefed him on was our current schedule,

The US Army is looking to improve utilisation of tactical UAS in-theatre with an emphasis on fleet
upgrades, interoperability and emerging system requirements, discovers Scott R Gourley.
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That level of commonality highlights 
some of the efforts being performed 
within the Office of the Product Manager for
Common Systems Integration. Lt Col James
Kennedy, who leads that office under PM
UAS, explained that the objective of his office 
and its programmes was achieving ‘joint
interoperability – not only amongst PM UAS
aircraft but also all the military services – and
the development of common solutions to
help try to reduce lifecycle costs and increase
systems interoperability throughout the joint
operational environment’.

�� ACCESS ALL AREAS
‘In the end, our purpose is to ensure that
troops and commanders on the ground have
all of the access to all of the assets they will

need, or want to have operating in their area,’
he said. 

‘We do this specifically by developing 
and deploying what we call “One System”,
which builds upon existing ground support
equipment, such as the OSRVT. That recently
became a programme of record and we are
very excited about that. It is a great asset that
enables soldiers to be able to see the video
and be able to control the payloads for all of
our aircraft. That is also the capability that we
put into the cockpit of Kiowa Warrior and the
Apache when we talk about manned-
unmanned teaming.’

He continued: ‘Another programme that
we are working on is what we call the UGCS –
the Universal Ground Control Station – which
is a station with the capability to fly all of 

the different products that we have in UAS,
including Shadow, Hunter and Gray Eagle.’

Kennedy reiterated that the intent of his
office is ‘to centrally manage this equipment
so that we have standard interfaces that are
interoperable with existing UAS platforms, 
as well as future unmanned and manned
aircraft across the services’.

�� JOINT EFFORTS
The interoperability efforts are based 
on a process known as the Interoperability
Control Working Group (ICWG), which
Kennedy described as ‘a consortium where
government and industry come together 
to provide non-proprietary ways in order 
to develop these standards so that we can
have truly interoperable systems’. �

(Main) Ongoing UAS operations in Afghanistan are likely to be
affected by the results of the MUSIC exercise. (Below) MUSIC involved
collaboration between manned and unmanned assets including the
OH-58D and MQ-1C. (Images: US DoD/author)

S280 STEERS GRAY EAGLE VIDEO OSRVT MONITORS KIOWA PAYLOAD
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‘We recently demonstrated the
effectiveness of this standardisation at
Dugway Proving Grounds in an exercise 
that we call MUSIC,’ he added. ‘We were able
to demonstrate not only the OSRVT and its
great capability to be able to receive the
payload videos from all the different aircraft
but also the Universal GCS and its ability to
control all of the large aircraft that we have 
in our inventory.’

�� SHADOW UPGRADES
As product manager for the Ground
Maneuver Product Office under PM UAS, 
Lt Col Joseph Anderson leads a team with
responsibility for managing the RQ-7
Shadow UAS for both the army and 
marine corps.

‘Shadow is the brigade commander’s
organic unmanned asset that provides him
with the ability to conduct reconnaissance,
surveillance, target acquisition and battle
damage assessment,’ he said. ‘The system 
has flown over 675,000 hours and, with our
current projections, I think we are going 
to surpass 700,000 hours flying some time 
in December.’

Adding that more than 90% of those 
hours have been flown in combat, Anderson
noted: ‘We are really proud of the system 
and the capability that it provides to the
battlefield commander.’

He went on to highlight some 
recent programme upgrades as well 
as emerging initiatives being directed
towards Shadow. ‘Over the last ten years,
including TCDL, we have added nearly 
200lb [90kg] to the platform,’ he explained.
‘And because of that we needed to 
produce more lift. So we are conducting 
a “re-wing” effort – going from 14 to 20ft 
[4.2 to 6m] in our wingspan on Shadow. 
But with that we have also gained
endurance capabilities – from six hours 
to nine hours – increasing our endurance 
by 50%.’

Another recent effort involves upgrading
the Shadow payload from EO/IR to EO/IR/LD,
adding a laser designation capability.

In terms of current initiatives, Anderson
said: ‘We are currently fielding the first full
spectrum combat aviation brigade (FSCAB) –
that’s the 101st at Fort Campbell – filling the
first two platoons of the Shadow troop in 
that reconnaissance squadron. That’s
ongoing. And we are very excited about 
our integration into an aviation unit as part 
of their formations.’

The significance of the FSCAB is further
underlined by the fact that it is the first place
ever where the army has taken unmanned
aircraft and displaced manned aircraft,
dropping the number of manned Kiowa
Warrior platoons down to seven through 
the introduction of two Shadow platoons
with four aircraft each.

As an outgrowth of system management
responsibilities for the USMC, the army UAS
office is also undertaking a ‘weaponisation’
effort for Shadow.

‘We are really the integrator for that,’
Anderson explained. ‘The USMC is going to
pick their munition and then we are going to
integrate it onto the platform. It will have to

go through testing to ensure airworthiness
and make sure that it doesn’t degrade the
current capability that we provide with the
Shadow system.’

�� COMMON GROUND
Along with these other activities, 
Anderson clarified that ‘the main effort’ of 
his office ‘involves the TCDL that I previously
mentioned. TCDL is going to be our main
effort for really the next five years. And it 
does several things for us. One, it takes us
from analogue to digital. It also meets a
Congressional mandate to go to Type I
encryption. It also moves us from C-band 
to Ku-band… C-band is at capacity and 
Ku-band will take care of that. It really gives
us that “bigger pipe”, so to speak. TCDL will
also support interoperability with US and
NATO aircraft.

‘As part of TCDL, we will be building a
Universal GCS,’ he said. ‘That’s significant
because we will be able to fly Shadow,
Hunter and Gray Eagle all from that station.
We will also be adding a second launcher 
to the Shadow programme because the
launcher right now is one of the places in 
the programme where we have something
of a single point of failure. So, by adding 
that second launcher we will add some
redundancy to our programme. We will also
be adding some secondary vehicles – LMTV
[Light Medium Tactical Vehicle] – to handle 
some load-out issues that we have. �

MUSIC also involved small UAS such as Puma and its associated payloads. (Photo: author)

‘The army UAS office is also
undertaking a weaponisation

effort for Shadow.’
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‘We have conducted two successful flight
tests for TCDL,’ he added. ‘And we expect to
conduct flight test number three early next
year and then begin fielding in early 2013. It
should take us about five years to complete
that TCDL retrofit.’

�� SCALING DOWN
Col Robert Sova, US Army Training and
Doctrine Command (TRADOC) capabilities
manager for UAS has a role he described as
‘the army UAS requirements guy.’ 

Addressing the smaller end of the army
UAS size spectrum, Sova observed: ‘We are
looking at going to a “family of small UAS.”
There is a document called a capability
production document (CPD). We are working
on that. This is a tough time with funding. We
know that the force wants a “tool kit” for
smalls – not just the Raven.

‘The Raven is doing great things,’ he noted.
‘And we are improving it because we are
going to put a gimballed payload on it that
will make it a significantly enhanced platform
over what it is today for the warfighter. Puma,
which is not a programme of record, is a 13lb
[6kg] aircraft that is larger than the Raven. It
gives you more station time. And, although it
is not a programme of record, we have several
UONS [urgent operational needs statements]
coming out of theatre [for that capability]. We
have already bought on the north side of 100
systems and we will continue to push them to
the field to do reconnaissance for route
clearance teams.

‘But the other portion that is in the CPD is
that we really need something for that small
team/that section/that squad/that individual
that gives a true micro capability in the 1-2lb
[0.4-0.9kg] range that can be thrown out
there,’ he said. ‘So that’s what we’re going for. 
It really is a money issue right now that we
continue to work with our G8 folks to make 
it affordable. It is going to happen. It’s just a
matter of time as we work through these
budget issues.’ 

More important than the systems
themselves, Sova was quick to place a
spotlight on their warfighting contributions. 

‘You can ask any warfighting commander
out there today – and it doesn’t matter if it’s
from platoon level up to division level – and
they will tell you that UAS and unmanned
systems have changed the way that we fight,’
he said. ‘And they have changed the way 
that we fight for the good. They are saving
lives. They are saving equipment. They are a
great enabler. And they are going to be
around for a while.’

Against that background, Sova offered 
his interpretation of the recent MUSIC 
event, acknowledging: ‘MUSIC in some folks’
minds was just a demonstration. But the
interoperability it showed, as you look at the
army’s UAS roadmap that takes us through 
to 2035, is more than a visionary document. 
It is a document that laid the foundation that
talks about the backbone of these systems
being the soldier. 

‘But it also talked about interoperability
and standardisation and what you have to
have to not only be a multiplier now but into
the future – to be more effective while being
efficient. And we are living that in the “cost
culture” that is out there today and that we
will see in the foreseeable future. That
interoperability and standardisation allows 
us to do both – not just get “good fast” or
“good cheap” but “good, inexpensive, [and]
also effective”.’

�� TEAM EFFORT
Tim Owings touched on similar themes
when he used AUSA to close out his 
seven-year stint as deputy project manager,
UAS. Owings, who was preparing to leave 
the job, pointed to the past several years 
as a time of ‘growth in almost every area
across unmanned systems – whether it be
capability, number of systems, total flight
hours, up to 1.4 million total flight hours 
to date.

‘But I think the thing that probably has
grown most when you consider UAS today 
is acceptance of the systems,’ he said. ‘Just
seven years ago, you didn’t have manned-
unmanned teaming. You didn’t have
commanders craving these systems in 

every theatre. You didn’t have an acceptance
of the capability that they provide, even
though we all fundamentally understood 
the risk calculus being changed in terms of 
a commander using an unmanned system
rather than putting someone’s life at risk to
do a mission. So fundamentally that has 
been a big deal.’

He added: ‘And as we begin to grow 
the systems – whether it is the small UAV
systems, the Shadow systems, the Hunter
systems, the Gray Eagle systems, or the 
new vertical systems – the thing that I am
probably most proud of that we did in 
this community was the work we did in
interoperability – the fact that we didn’t 
just field systems but we fielded systems 
that worked together and fielded a 
capability that was more powerful than 
the individual systems.

‘The other piece that I think we have done
very well inside the army is that we have left
an architectural legacy that the army is going
to be able to lean on for a long time,’ he
concluded. ‘All of the upgrade programmes
that we have talked about here might sound
like they are self-contained, but every single
one of them was done with a strategy in
mind to tie them ever tighter into the overall
system of systems that we are building. 

‘I think when you look at that architectural
legacy, and the architectural foundation 
that these systems are built on, you are 
going to be able to “cookie-cut” new
capabilities in for a very, very long time. 
That’s been something that I think has been
fundamentally changing on the battlefield,
not just in terms of technologies but in the
way that these systems have been accepted
across the board,’ he concluded. uv 

‘Unmanned systems 
have changed 

the way we fight.’
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Combat Deployed

The U.S. Army’s Gray Eagle unmanned aircraft are on the job and contributing to battlefield success,
providing soldiers with superior situational awareness for even greater combat effectiveness.

Gray Eagle airborne endurance, Lynx Multi-mode Radar, and streaming EO/IR video enable persistent
surveillance, swift target identification, and time-sensitive precision strike. Fielded more than a year 
ahead of Army ahead of Army requirements, the latest aircraft variant is equipped with a heavy-fuel engine for simplified 
battlefield logistics, TCDL line-of-sight and Ku SATCOM communications, communications relay, auto 
takeoff and landing, and control from the Army’s One System GCS. Gray Eagle can be armed to carry 
four Hellfire missiles.

A powerful combat multiplier, Gray Eagle is already earning its place as the most sophisticated, reliable, 
and capable aircraft in the U.S. Army’s UAS inventory. 
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Trafficking of arms, drugs and people, as well
as undocumented immigration, is rife and
much passes by the current border patrols. 

Illegal fishing is also a prime concern 
and impacts both the economy and
international relationships. There are a
number of unresolved territorial disputes and
infringements of exclusive economic zones
(EEZ), ranging from pollution to exploitation
of natural resources. Piracy, although much
less common and dangerous than in the
Indian Ocean, also exists. Organised crime 
and terrorist activity, such as underwater IEDs
or attacks on onshore and offshore oil and gas
plants, also impacts on civilian populations. 

In response, all of these security threats 
can be countered by the use of unmanned
systems, and many countries in the region are
either building or buying such technologies.
Combine this with the many major ports 
in the area, and the fact that commercial
maritime traffic is heaviest in Asia, and you

have the recipe for a burgeoning market and
a wide range of security roles for unmanned
systems to conduct.

�� WATER RESISTANCE
Although not part of South-East Asia, 
China and North Korea are major drivers for
the tensions in local waters. Pyongyang is
unlikely to stop aggravating its neighbours
through shows of force, not to mention the
capturing of fishermen and small naval
vessels. China is also expanding its naval
forces at a great rate as the country continues
on its way to becoming the largest world
economy. Building on its increasing maritime
presence, it will be able to displace others and
dominate the entire Asia-Pacific region by
deploying its power at sea. This is when
persistent monitoring of land, sea and air
becomes important. 

The geographical situation of South-East
Asian countries puts a strain on maritime

O
utside the traditional hotbeds of 
Israel and the US, there has been a 
great increase in the use of unmanned

systems for maritime missions in South-East
Asia in recent years, resulting in a newfound
surge in indigenous development.

A number of reasons can be cited for 
the increased activity. On the defence side, 
for example, sea mines are still a major threat
to naval operations – most countries have
easy access to mines and many manufacture
them. In addition, many navies now possess
diesel-electric submarines, with most of 
those manufactured since the Cold War 
now residing in Asia. China has already 
stated that submarines are its most important
naval asset, as they are increasingly hard to
detect and can inflict great damage, not to
mention the attendant fear factor. However,
unmanned systems are ideally suited to
detect such threats.

On the security side, maritime border
management is difficult to conduct
comprehensively, especially in South-East 
Asia where many nation states are islands.

New wave
Maritime border management is a huge challenge, particularly
in Asia-Pacific waters. Several countries within the region are
now developing greater homeland security and defence
capabilities to tackle a raft of threats, Antoine Martin reports.
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A variety of South-East Asian states are
considering unmanned systems for maritime
security missions. (Photo: US DoD)

�
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relations. Grey areas such as the Timor Gap 
are likely to remain contentious, as are the
territories of the South China Sea. In addition,
when one considers that North Korea and
China have extensive stocks of sea mines, and
their neighbours have inadequate counter-
mine equipment, an intense need becomes
apparent for surrounding countries to be self-
reliant and capable of defending themselves –
and show that they can do so.

The Republic of Singapore Navy was the
earliest adopter of USVs in South-East Asia,
having bought a pair of Rafael Protectors in
2006. Although the use of USVs has been low-
key, and their operational and mission scope
has been limited, their value has been proven. 

In 2009, Singapore Technologies
Engineering (ST Engg) announced and
showcased the Venus – a waterjet-propelled
9m USV. In 2011, 16m and 11m versions of 
the platform were announced, both propeller-
driven. ST Engg also offers the Starfish AUV 
for underwater surveillance, threat detection
and seabed survey – the core technology 
was originally developed by the National
University of Singapore. The company’s 
other AUV product is the AUV-3, which is
tailored to detect underwater mines. ST 
Engg told Unmanned Vehicles that future

plans encompassed configuring the AUV 
for research, commercial and homeland
security operations.

South Korea also boasts strong capabilities
in unmanned systems, with industry experts
currently describing them as more diverse
than those of Singapore. In June 2011,
government officials from the Ministry 
of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs
announced the two-phase development 
of a USV, with a total budget of $18.5 million,
to run until 2015. The envisioned mission is
surveillance, research and monitoring the
oceans. Aimed at EEZ protection, the

unmanned vessel would persistently watch a
designated area for illegal fishing and military
border infringements by North Korea. 

However, the programme also calls for 
a remotely controlled vessel that can reach
speeds of 90km/h, which does not fit with 
the concept of operations for border and EEZ
surveillance. In short, this might indicate plans
for a fully weaponised defensive/offensive
USV. On the air side, an agreement was signed
in March 2011 between the US and South
Korea to procure Northrop Grumman Global
Hawk platforms for maritime patrol. Four
South Korean component manufacturers –
DACC Aerospace, Foosung, KJF and Korean 
Air – have struck deals with the US defence
giant for supporting UAV operations and
service for years to come. 

Meanwhile, Hanwha, a conglomerate
involved in the chemicals, explosives and
defence sectors, offers an operational UUV 
for mine detection (HW AUV), small UAVs for

Hanwha has offered up an all-
encompassing unmanned solution
for South Korea, including the
FMAV or Crow. (Photo: Hanwha)

‘Grey areas such as the 
Timor Gap are likely to 

remain contentious.’
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to shut plants down. A terrorist attack would
therefore have a devastating effect. In Israel,
the armed forces have been protecting
offshore oil platforms using UAVs, but
guarding such commercial assets will be a
burden on government forces, budgets and
equipment. Therefore, plant operators will
likely have to seize the initiative themselves 
and not wait for the government, although
subsidies are likely to be made available.

Unlike Singapore and South Korea, no 
new unmanned systems programme seems
to be on the horizon in Australia. The country
is still evaluating its priorities and the kind 
of systems it needs, while buying foreign
products such as AAI’s Shadow UAV and
Hydroid’s Remus UUV to fulfil its needs. The
government seems reluctant to buy any large
platforms, although port authorities 
and homeland security agencies seem more
willing to embrace unmanned systems.

The amount spent on arms purchases 
in South-East Asia nearly doubled between 
2005 and 2009, with Vietnam recently paying
$2.4 billion for Russian submarines and jet
fighters designed for attacking ships. Other
recent buyers include Malaysia, which recently
spent nearly $1 billion on new submarines,
and Thailand, which has drawn up its own
shopping list of submarines and advanced 
jet fighters. Indonesia has also announced
recent sizable arms purchases. 

As many Asian countries restock their
arsenals, it is likely that unmanned systems
will also be on the shopping list – but only
once the need for traditional tools such as
combat aircraft, submarines and aircraft
carriers are met. Unmanned maritime systems
are not yet at the point where they can carry
out offensive action, or even deter or repel 
an attack. Before such surface and underwater
systems are deployed, it is anticipated that
UAVs will provide interim solutions, especially
for ISR purposes.

There is also a desire on the part of the
Malaysian authorities to implement a wider
UAV strategy. The government intends to 
use UAVs for border security and search and
rescue. However, projects sometimes do
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tactical roles (FMAV or Crow), a throwable UGV
(SG UGV) and a UGV with a mounted gun. 
The government has initiated development 
of much of this technology by sponsoring 
UUV research since 2007 via the Korea 
Ocean Research and Development Institute.
Hanwha says its UUV can be used for
monitoring river pollution and sea border
patrols, once again filling the double role of
homeland security and defence. Multiple
versions of the UUV now exist, including
variants with deep-diving capabilities. 

In November 2011, South Korea revealed 
a UCAV which is understood to have been 
in development since 2009, having been
commissioned by the Agency for Defence
Development and manufactured by Korean
Air. South Korea already fields a wide range 
of UAVs for surveillance and reconnaissance
missions, including the MUAV and KUS-15, 
and a VTOL system is under development 
by Korea Aerospace Industries.

In short, South Korea is looking to
implement an across-the-board unmanned
strategy comprising both defensive and
offensive capabilities, especially with regard 
to the persistent monitoring of its border 
with North Korea, both on land and at sea. 

�� WEIGHING UP THE PRIORITIES
Australia’s maritime perimeter extends over
33,800km and its jurisdiction covers some
6.4 million square km. Surveillance of its
borders therefore presents an enormous
challenge. The port of Sydney has been 
using UUVs to monitor the harbour and ensure
that no explosives or unwanted material lies
on the sea or river beds. Meanwhile, the
Australian Department of Defence’s Defence
Science and Technology Organisation is
interested in further developing its unmanned
systems capabilities, with an emphasis on
reducing the cost of ownership and operation,
defence against terrorism, and automation of
the battlespace. 

One concern is the possibility of terrorist
attacks on natural gas infrastructure. As
Australia keeps extracting liquefied gas to
meet ever-growing demand, it cannot afford �
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not get funded and the national market is 
too small for companies to put much money
into development. Lack of awareness of UAS
operations, certification, regulations and
safety processes means that, even if the
funding and technology were available, 
UAVs are still facing a hesitant start to 
become part of defence and security assets.

�� IN THE MIX
The toughest challenge for unmanned
systems is their integration with existing
infrastructure, operations and equipment.
These integration issues are gaining
momentum and most agree on what they 
are, but many hurdles remain. The main
problem is that unmanned vehicles are such
game-changers that some nations are still in
the process of developing better or cheaper
platforms before trying to use them for
existing tasks. 

The most important driver for integration 
is the need to cut costs and reduce the
manpower and resources required to operate

unmanned systems. Interoperability is
designed to spread the benefits of unmanned
systems across an entire force, as well as cut
through-life costs. Until unmanned systems
are fully integrated into the defence and
security forces, costs will remain high and 
their capabilities will not be fully exploited.

South-East Asia is quickly becoming 
the hot-spot for new unmanned systems
development, both in the air and at sea. 
South Korea and Singapore lead the way 
with new USV programmes, and Seoul is likely
to continue surprising the market with large
UAVs. It remains to be seen whether the fast
pace of development will result in capable,
reliable systems and weaponised platforms.

Singapore’s use of USVs, and South 
Korea’s deployment of a VTOL UAV over 
Seoul during a G10 summit, shows that they
are serious about using unmanned systems 
in a less conservative way than in Europe or
the Americas. 

Humanitarian aid, search and rescue, 
EEZ protection and counter-smuggling 

are very important drivers for the adoption 
of unmanned systems. More so than in
Europe or the USA, unmanned systems
utilisation in South-East Asia will be on a 
multi-mission basis, sources indicated to UV.

The integration of unmanned systems
remains marginal, due to the slow pace of
adoption of disruptive and new technology,
with port and coastal authorities only
gradually introducing unmanned systems 
for security duties. In the near term, the first
true integration of manned and unmanned
systems will occur on naval vessels, especially
multi-mission ships such as ST Marine’s
Endurance 160 which aims to make use of
unmanned systems, following the FREMM
and LCS models.

As budgets tighten in North America, 
Israel and Europe, Asian countries are
expected to catch up across all categories 
of unmanned systems, with UAS coming 
first. It is not surprising the world’s largest
unmanned systems integrators are courting
South-East Asia. uv

South Korean conglomerate Hanwha has developed a series of UUVs for mine-hunting missions. (Photo: Hanwha)
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Export drive
platforms produced. I think in the last two
years there was a shift.’

Armon explained that the Israeli MoD is 
not buying enough platforms. Despite the
country being, in his opinion, ‘the centre of
knowledge for UAVs’, there has not been
enough recent development.

In an effort to deal with this problem,
Innocon is looking to partner with
international customers to aid in its UAV
development. An example of this is its work
with Thailand’s G-Force Composites, in the
course of which the two companies have
developed the G-Star UAV, which Armon
described as being a remarketed Innocon
Mini Falcon: ‘It looks very similar to the Mini II’,
he told UV, describing how it has been in
service with the Royal Thai Air Force for some
12 months.

At the beginning of November, Innocon
announced its development, alongside 
G-Force and fellow Israeli company 
Simlat, of a training solution for the G-Star. 
The system was developed because Armon
considered that ‘selling the platform is not
enough’ and users ‘need to practice a lot on
their platforms’. 

As for other recent activity for the company,
a Peruvian contract was signed in December
last year, and Armon confirmed that the 
Micro Falcon system was delivered a month
ago. The Peruvian Army is currently receiving
training from Innocon.

There was also a Micro Falcon contract 
with an undisclosed Asian customer signed 
in June, of which Armon said the first system
has been delivered and qualified. A second
tranche of systems is to be delivered in
approximately four months’ time.

Asia ‘is going to be the only market’ if things
continue the way they are, Armon explained,
because countries such as India and China
have the biggest UAV budgets, with the
former alone having some $1 billion available. 

Innocon is set to take its Israeli experience
of being at ‘the front end of technology’ so 
that it can be ‘transferred to other countries’,
particularly emerging markets. 

�� EXPANDING HORIZONS
Further demonstrating Israeli UAV
manufacturers’ shift towards emerging
markets, Elbit Systems and its subsidiaries
have signed several Latin American contracts
over the past year, including providing its
Hermes 450 UAS to the Brazilian Air Force,
signing a teaming agreement with Embraer
and finalising a contract for its newest 
Hermes 900 with an undisclosed Latin
American customer.

Elbit confirmed that the Hermes 900
tactical MALE UAS has been delivered to the
IDF, and has been integrated into service in
recent months, with a view to replace the
Hermes 450. ‘If I had to single out one system,
our main efforts are with the Hermes 900.

D
espite being the backbone of Israeli
industry development programmes, it
seemsthat theIsraelDefenseForces(IDF)

arestrugglingtoprovide enough requirements
for indigenous developers to the point where
companies are now searching for alternatives.

Although the IDF is considered to be the
first hurdle that any Israeli company has to
tackle in order to develop a platform, the 
size and budget restrictions of the Israeli 
MoD mean that it is essentially a testing
ground for these systems, and not necessarily
a guaranteed customer. ‘The IDF requirement
in terms of quantity is not big, but they are our
battlefield testers,’ Tommy Silberring, general
manager of IAI’s Malat division explained. ‘The
IDF is small but important’. 

With its ‘small population and modest
budget’, Israel is almost tireless in its efforts in
the unmanned market, attributed by some to
legacy attitudes, and by others to a reliance 
on the technological sector for survival as a
country. Whatever the catalyst, Israeli UAV 
and UGV developers are as active as ever in
their fight to be at the top of their game, 
and for continued business in the tough
current climate.

�� MARKET SHIFT
‘With Israeli industry there is a problem,’
Michael Armon, CEO of Innocon, told
Unmanned Vehicles. ‘The scenario in the 
near future is that you won’t see many Israeli

While the IDF still has an influential role testing new unmanned
technologies, Israeli developers are looking at markets in other
countries to fund development, reports Beth Stevenson. 
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Innocon's Micro Falcon 
has been delivered to the
Peruvian Army and an
undisclosed Asian
customer. (Photo: Innocon)
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It is new but already mature because it is
based on the [Hermes] 450,’ Ofer Ben-Dov, VP
of Asia and South Pacific business for Elbit’s 
UAS division, told UV.

‘[We are] talking about exciting new
payloads’ for the Hermes 900, he explained,
including long-range radar, a payload suite for
stand-off missions, and hyperspectral sensors,
the latter of which is set to be the first Israeli-
built payload of its kind, developed by Elbit
subsidiary Electro-Optics Industries (Elop). 

The 450 variant was described by 
Ben-Dov as the ‘backbone of the fleet’, and is
operational with the British Army in multiple
task lines, with some 85% of the UK imagery
collected in-theatre in Afghanistan having

been acquired by the system. Ben-Dov also
said that the company completed its part 
of the UK Watchkeeper programme ‘a few
months ago’ with the addition of a radar
tracking system. 

The company’s Universal Ground Control
Station (UGCS) is also a big player for Elbit. It
can control both the Hermes 450 and 900
simultaneously, something that the company
demonstrated in February of this year. Ben-
Dov said that it is continuing to develop the
UGCS by adding new systems and payloads,
and is toying with a ‘system of systems’ idea 
in the form of multiple GCS, so that Elbit can
move away from a single GCS ‘to take it up a
step from one’.

‘With UAV operations, you have to think
about how to fly the UAV. [With Elbit’s] GCS
the same operator can control the UAV 
and payload because of the high level of
autonomy, and this is less to think about 
for the user.’ 

�� STAYING STRONG
In terms of Israel’s position in the 
international unmanned market, Ben-Dov
said: ‘I don’t think you can compare the
budgets in the US and Israel,’ even though
they are both industry leaders in this area.
‘We’re fighting for our homes, without 
being too poetic.’

Armon described the US as being a 
closed market, with money going from the
government directly to domestic companies.
Of the billion-dollar unmanned industry, he
said that half belongs to the US. This is why
Innocon is looking to emerging markets 
as the way to continue in the marketplace. 
He explained that even the US is looking at
emerging markets to guarantee business.

However, Israeli company Simlat sees
things differently. ‘For this specific industry,
Israel has become a very strong player.
Aerospace superpowers are buying Israeli
products,’ Yuval Peshin, president of Simlat,
told UV.

‘With General Dynamics we do a lot 
of work together in the US market,’ he
explained, following a teaming agreement
signed between the two companies in
August that will lead to the development 
of UAS training and simulation systems.

Simlat, which provides different types 
of UAS and ISTAR training to end users, 
also delivered a customised Heron payload
operator training system to the Royal
Australian Air Force in June as part of 
Project Nankeen. Simlat also announced in
September that it had been selected by an
‘advanced navy’ to deliver a UV simulation
laboratory, which combines UAV and USV
training together. 

Peshin was positive about Israel’s position,
describing it as ‘the right place to be’, but he
conceded that this could be to do with the

Elbit is hoping that the success of its Hermes 450 will carry over
into its newest product, the Hermes 900. (Photo: Elbit Systems)

Skylark is another Israeli UAV targeting the export market. (Photo: Elbit Systems)
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fact that ‘all customers require simulation’ and
therefore merely outlined Simlat’s general
market position.

‘I’m not familiar with a new programme
without simulation,’ he continued, and due 
to the ‘high fidelity of scenarios’, he regards
this as a vital requirement. Customers do not
want to create ‘dangerous situations’, and
instead think they ‘can do a lot more and
replace a lot of flight hours’.

�� AHEAD OF THE GAME
Moshe Poolat, chief marketing officer of
Bental Motion Systems, identified two trends
in the UAV market from the company’s

current point of view: integrating more
payloads and sensors onto a platform 
while also overcoming the dilemma that 
the platform then needs ‘more power and
less weight’; and reducing the manpower
required for operation of these systems.
‘More and more armies are trying to reduce
the amount of manpower and the risk to it’,
he said.

He also adhered to a trend for electric
powerplants rather than combustion engines
because they are ‘much more reliable, and
clean, quiet and efficient’. 

Bental has developed one payload, 
the MicroBAT, which contains an EO 

camera. However, Poolat said that there 
is the ‘possibility to introduce a night 
camera eventually’. 

‘We introduced the MicroBAT a few years
ago and we feel that we have developed a
new market – a smaller payload for micro
[systems]. We see the market developing
smaller payloads,’ he continued, and there 
is ‘a very big trend right now surrounding
smaller payloads – a cheaper, plug and 
play [option]’

However, to keep ahead of the game 
‘the payload needs compound development
to keep it on the edge of technology all 
the time.’ �

The Heron UAS, IAI’s ‘best-seller’, flying in Brazil. (Photo: IAI)
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�� VERTICAL BOOST
One kind of system that Poolat said requires
more power is the VTOL UAV, because it
‘needs very strong motors’ in order to 
provide the vertical lift capability.

‘I see a requirement for VTOLs. There 
is a need for some systems to operate in
open environments and I think VTOL will
answer this requirement,’ Armon added.

In order to carry out the missions that are
currently performed by helicopters – which
are ‘problematic because of their rotors’,
Innocon is ‘in the process of evaluating’ a
preliminary VTOL system. ‘We have a system
but it is not finished,’ Armon explained.

Another company with a significant
amount of recent activity in VTOL
manufacture is IAI, which has developed 
the Panther, Mini Panther and Ghost UAVs.
Priding itself on having developed a ‘special
wing’ for the Panther for short take-off and
landing, Silberring said that before the
company developed the Panther, most 
VTOL systems ‘were all the same’. 

Silberring described how developing a
VTOL UAV is ‘not an easy task’ and alluded to
the V-22 tilt-rotor aircraft that took 20 years to
become operational because tilting the rotor
from one direction to another ‘is very difficult’. 

The Panther is ‘fully proven’ and 
proposals have been sent out to military 
and non-military customers, although no
contracts have been signed to date. 

As for the Ghost UAV, which was launched
at AUVSI in Washington, DC in August, at 
the insistence of the IDF no details of the
progress of the project can be revealed at
present, but Silberring described it as a 
‘very sophisticated system’. 

He said that the power problem behind
VTOLs can be overcome by using fuel cells
instead of batteries – which are expensive
and provide limited power – to double the
endurance. This will result in ‘a big
improvement for VTOLs’. 

This sentiment was echoed by Poolat 
who said: ‘Only as batteries get better and
better will performance on these platforms
be better. We see a big improvement in

batteries. This is causing a shift in the way
UAVs are developing’. 

Silberring described how the company’s
success is not just about the platform itself,
but also about support and maintenance.
‘Once we develop a platform we look for
upgrades… small upgrades that take the
platform to a higher level.’

He was honest in his admittance that ‘all
aerospace companies do not work on the
same budget’, and that IAI looks at ‘high-end
systems’ which are initially expensive, but
which Silberring argued were cheaper over
the lifecycle. 

He said that customers ‘take some time to
understand’ that a system with more users 
is cheaper because more goes into the
development of the platform based on 
user feedback.

The Heron is ‘our bestseller’ according 
to Silberring. It is an example of a system
where ‘the initial price is high but it’s 
cheaper in the long run’, and the fact that 
it is a ‘story of success’ is an example of how
IAI’s model works. 

�� ON THE GROUND
Israel is not only present in the aerial aspect
of unmanned technology – it also has a
successful UGV business as part of the
Elbit/IAI joint venture G-Nius. 

The third-generation variant of the
company’s Guardium UGV was contracted

for development by the IDF in 2009 and
was set to be named Nahshon. 

However, G-Nius CEO Yoav Hirsh told 
UV that ‘we’re not using Nahshon any more’
and it is naming it the Guardium Mk III,
which is currently in the final assembly
stage and is set for delivery to the IDF 
next year. 

As for whether or not the Mk III will
replace the Mk I which is currently in
service, Hirsh said it is ‘too early to say 
what they’re [the IDF] going to do with it’.

Hirsh said that the Mk II currently 
being offered could be suitable for
homeland security requirements, an area
that the company is looking into. Hirsh did
not know whether the homeland security
system will be based on a current G-Nius
design or will be a completely new one, but
he said that it essentially has to be cheaper
yet do the same job as a military UGV. 

Hirsh described the IDF’s requirements 
as ‘very tough’ and assured UV that Israeli
industry ‘will do all they can to remain first
in this area and will try and get better 
and better.’

Silberring concluded that Israel 
will always be ahead in technological
developments because it is ‘a very small
country where people understand that
there isn’t much other choice. We are
isolated here, so to survive we have
technology’. uv

The third member of the Guardium family is in the final assembly
stage and is set to be delivered to the IDF next year. (Photo: G-Nius)
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On the
threshold

‘Right now, we are in a very similar
situation to what we did with naval aviation,’
he described. ‘In Vietnam, it could sometimes
take [air assets] up to ten sorties to take out
one target. Now, aircraft are more capable
and just one aircraft can take out between
eight and ten targets on its own.’

�� BALANCING ACT
However, Qinetiq North America’s Ed Godere,
senior VP for unmanned systems, believes
modularity in UGVs is still a work in progress: ‘I

don’t think we’re that far
away. The challenge is

that there are a lot of
legacy systems out

there. All future
new capability
that is developed
will have greater

and greater
modularity.’

But he was quick to warn UV about the
future of such moves, saying: ‘How far do you
take modularity? Look at next-generation EOD
robots – the challenge, especially when trying
to make smaller robots, is to make everything
modular, meaning you have redundancy but
the final product is less integrated. This means
more overhead size and weight capacity.’

More specifically, Godere described
requirements for microprocessors in every
module, which would result in ‘excess’
computing on a single platform. ‘More heat,
weight and overheads [UGVs] have to carry.
Finding the right level of modularity while
maintaining a reasonable rate of integration is
the challenge,’ he added.

But what is the ‘gold standard’ for such a
modular solution? Speaking to infantrymen
fresh from operations in Afghanistan, it has
become clear to UV that an ideal platform
would incorporate both EOD and ISR sensors –
a single system that could be carried in

A
ccording to the Oxford English
Dictionary, the word ‘modularity’
describes the employment or

involvement of ‘modules as the basis of
design or construction’ of a product. In the
realm of small UGVs, it has become a popular
description for modern systems in the
contemporary operational environment
which are consistently finding new roles 
on the battlefield. 

However, does such a modular design
already exist today and if not, will militaries
ever see a truly modular UGV in the near
future? Here, differing opinions among
market leaders come to the fore.

President and general manager of 
iRobot’s government and industrial division,
Robert Moses, told Unmanned Vehicles that
modularity has been a major imperative for
the company since it first started designing
robots in the early 1990s. ‘Modularity was 
one of the key features we went ahead with
when we designed a product. You want a
common platform and then to be able to
integrate sensors onto a robot pretty easily,’
he explained.

‘It’s a case of understanding what is
technically possible. There are lots of different
possibilities that this could have if we go
ahead. Right now, we are saving lives with
EOD [explosive ordnance disposal] capability. 

‘But if we can make a robot that makes the
infantry squad more efficient, it’s all good. If
you have one squad to clear a building, why
not have the capability to clear two or three
with a “swarm” capability of UGVs,’ Moses
continued, considering the integration of
additional sensors, persistent
ISR and aerial systems, all
networked back to a central
command post.

Andrew White looks at the potential for completely
modular ground platforms and the viability of such
systems in the foreseeable future.
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Industry is working on an ultimate UGV solution comprising both EOD and ISR capabilities.
(Photo: iRobot)

FirstLook is an
ISR platform
but its size
could restrict
additional
capabilities.
(Photo: iRobot)
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the backpack of a warfighter allowing an
operator to quickly use it as an ‘over-the-wall’
recce capability or an IED-detecting robot.

Such an all-encompassing system would
reduce the need for infantry squads to go 
firm and call out specialist EOD units – a 
waste of time and manpower. However, is 
this a feasible step which could be made 
in the future? According to Moses, it is
plausible although such a solution would 
not make use of the best-performing sensor
suites. ‘With regard to an EOD/ISR capability, I
would argue that it is possible but we are
talking about sensors, cameras and listening
abilities that are not as sophisticated as they
could be,’ he admitted.

iRobot, Moses continued, is ‘actively’
looking at such an option which, he said,
would be more than plausible according to

Moore’s Law which theorises how the
number of transistors incorporated in a
micro-chip will double every two years. 
This would ‘help the soldier because of the
amount of processing you will be able to 
put on the robot,’ Moses explained.

�� SELF-SERVICE
An example of iRobot’s modular vision lies
with its 2.2kg FirstLook UGV which features
four cameras and a self-righting capability.
‘For infantry, we’ve got concepts of other
missions that small robots might be able to
go and do. We are designing so that we have
more capability,’ he said.

‘For example, for over-the-wall ISR, why not
put a thermal sensor on it so you can use it
24/7? This is not an initial requirement but
something we could go ahead with if the

customer wants it,’ Moses added, describing
additional sensors to make the UGV more
than just a surveillance device. He suggested 
a small arm, as one example, to drop objects,
whatever they may be.

Illustrating an early example of the required
technology, Moses described the iRobot 510
PackBot which can be fitted with a 2m ‘three-
link’ arm or a shorter 1m variant. The UGV,
Moses continued, then has the ability to
automatically recognise which arm it is
carrying, changing its behaviour accordingly.
Such a solution could be rolled out for a
multitude of additional payloads and 
sensors, Moses explained.

‘You can go ahead and put on a TNT sniffer
and the PackBot automatically knows which
sensor is attached and will change the display
on its controller,’ he observed.
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certification and is expected to be officially
approved during the first quarter of 2012.
‘The [US] Army likes it and could be in a
position to buy in 2012,’ Moses explained. 

Defence sources told UV that the
operational assessment took place in
Afghanistan or Iraq using the PackBot. They
also reported ‘very positive’ feedback. The
system has also been demonstrated at the
Naval Explosive Ordnance Disposal
Technology Division in Maryland.

�� CREATIVE SOLUTIONS
However, according to ReconRobotics CEO
Alan Bignall, modularity in UGVs might have
topped out, given current technology and
budget constraints.

‘Given technology and affordability, and
the current number of capabilities, I think �

In addition, ‘software enables modularity’,
Moses explained, describing the iRobot
‘Aware 2’ software package which enables
such upgrades.  Last year, the US Army
upgraded 1,500 UGVs with Aware 2 onboard
EOD systems which had initially been
designed as ‘single-mission’ robots fit for 
just one purpose.

Moses is adamant that this trend will
continue: ‘Success breeds success. [We] got
them out there and people have gone ahead
outside of the DoD and found surveillance,

route clearance and building clearance
missions. If you put this [Aware 2] sensor on it,
I can go ahead and detect bombs in vehicles
with a surveillance-based UGV, for example.
We’ve gone ahead to move from single to
multi-mission platforms.

‘Now, we are putting additional autonomy
on robots so that instead of being primarily
tele-operated, they could be driven the 
whole way down range,’ he added. Such
autonomous capabilities have been broken
down into self-righting systems, lost
communications procedures allowing a 
UGV to reverse back to a location where a
signals link was last established, and obstacle
avoidance on pre-designated routes.

According to iRobot, this capability has
already undergone an operational assessment
‘overseas’. It is currently going through safety
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US Army special forces hone ‘throwbot’
tactics on an exercise. (Photo: ReconRobotics)
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we’ve achieved a balance. Strategically, the
future will be focused on field-configurable
capabilities,’ he told UV.

By field-configurable, Bignall means 
an ability to change the sensor capability
depending on the mission while ‘in the 
field’, minimising the amount of preparation
time spent on the UGV. ‘You are changing 
the capability of the robot, whether it is 
by attaching different tracks or wheels 
for example.

‘But right now, we can’t [do this]. Current
technology makes it cost prohibitive and 
the technology required is too complicated
to pull this off,’ Bignall warned.

‘We want our robots to have more 
sensors, such as CBRNE, and clearly we see
technology that would eventually be good in
the future. But we are not an R&D-orientated
company and from a pure procurement
requirement standpoint, I don’t see any 
[such UGVs] out there right now. I expect 
that sort of capability to be a market
opportunity in the future,’ he continued.

According to Bignall, a suitable and
achievable interim solution lies with the
warfighter. ‘I’m always impressed at the
creativity of the frontline warfighter. We can’t
wait to get that creativity coming through in
volume. What we’re looking forward to, as
UGVs become more and more ubiquitous, 
is more feedback from users.’

With some 2,200 of its UGVs supplied 
to users around the world, ReconRobotics
admits that ‘modularity’ is on its strategic
roadmap but Bignall warned: ‘Looking to the
future, customers think it would be great if
we could change the wheel size but there is 
a balance point at which that changes. We
want to keep the same stuff simple, tough
and light with minimal training. We do not
want to compromise our core capability!’

�� PLUG AND PLAY
However, Qinetiq’s Godere described to 
UV how operators were already calling for
such a capability: ‘Customers are looking for
multi-payload and mission capability and
more plug-and-play payloads where basic

platforms in certain size classes are really just
the carriers of the payload. One robot to do
all things,’ he explained.

With Qinetiq’s Talon UGV for example,
there are a total of nine different modules.
This enables far more efficient maintenance
operations where ‘stock modules’ can be
rapidly returned to service on a UGV.

The nine capabilities include an 
‘electronics box, communications box,
manipulator and camera assembly’, all 
of which Godere outlined as ‘modular in
nature for rapid maintenance’.

‘[Talon] has the ability to plug and play
different payloads,’ he said while describing
how the EOD Talon could be quickly turned
into a HAZMAT (hazardous materials)
detecting UGV purely by the integration 
of an interface box with the appropriate
sensors. ‘You don’t have to take all capabilities
on every mission,’ Godere stressed.

‘Today, you can plug a whole number 
of capabilities onto Talon such as an x-ray
module. By placing film behind a package
and pointing the x-ray at the object, you can
detect HAZMAT. In addition, you can mount
weapons such as shotguns for breaching
[doors] and disruptors for separating
munitions,’ he added. ‘The real idea is for the
robot to become the locomotion system and
we can add whatever payload our customer
desires. Each weight class has a series of
capabilities that can be added to a platform.’

Looking to the future, Godere 
outlined Qinetiq plans to integrate radio
communications systems onboard UGVs.

‘Customers have not agreed on what radio
system they want, but things are moving
towards IP workable radio systems. The 
next wave of modularity will be making
everything Ethernet modular,’ he said.

Qinetiq is understood to be in the 
process of creating a prototype of such a
UGV, although the company said it was 
not yet at the manufacturing stage. 

�� MOD CONS
In the area of operator controls and 
software, there are also calls for modularity
which Godere described as a ‘big area’ for
potential development: ‘We are really
pushing the concept of common control. 
This idea, of which an application has already
been fielded in Afghanistan, includes a
lightweight and wearable controller.’

The passively cooled system, known as 
the Tactical Robotics Controller (TRC), allows
an operator to load up a ‘wide’ number of
applications and is capable of operating 
the AeroVironment Raven UAV, as well as
Qinetiq products and other UGVs. It can 
also interrogate a range of unattended
ground sensors, Godere explained. A total 
of 50 TRCs have so far been deployed to
Afghanistan, he added.

‘This is the start of peeling back on
modularity and providing a capability 
for a single controller to operate in multiple
domains and multiple applications. It 
really shows the force-multiplying effect 
that unmanned vehicles can provide,’ 
Godere concluded. uv

iRobot’s 510 PackBot conducts an EOD mission on an exercise. (Photo: iRobot)
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system to enter service in 2018, there has
been a call from the UK MoD to acquire an
additional number of Reaper systems under
an urgent operational requirement (UOR) to
fill the capability gap. 

One option for Scavenger would be a joint
UK and French programme operating under
the Defence and Security Cooperation Treaty.
Both governments have been analysing
airframes from both foreign and domestic
providers, and in July Raytheon received
permission from the US State Department to
demonstrate its Common Ground Control
System technology to the French and British
MoDs. This system, with its open-architecture
design, will not tie the Scavenger programme
to a single prime or vendor, as lower level
interfaces are all open, with a software
development kit provided for development
and integration needs central to the UAV 
core framework.

There is an increasing likelihood that the
system selected will be the result of an
international partnership development
programme that contains high levels of
European technologies. A number of

teaming agreements have been initiated 
in the past 18 months that are aiming to 
fast-track the development of mature
technology to deliver advanced capabilities
which meet the needs of multiple nations
through a pooling of resources. 

Meanwhile, the French government 
finalised a strategic partnership with the UK 
in November 2010 known as the Lancaster
House Treaty, which aims to jointly develop 
a MALE UAV system capable of meeting 
the needs of both nations by 2020. Dassault
has teamed with BAE Systems on the
programme, and together they plan to
develop the Telemos UAV. 

However, with the French armed force’s
Harfang drones due to be withdrawn from
service long before this – by the end of 2013/
beginning of 2014 – Dassault will be providing
the French government with a small quantity
of IAI Heron TP systems, modified in France 
to answer specific operational needs of the
French armed forces, and avoid a capability
gap while awaiting the delivery of a more
permanent solution. It will also enable 
Dassault to start building an industrial base

T
he medium altitude long endurance
(MALE) UAV market has reached an
interesting turning point. A number 

of armed forces within Europe are coming to 
the end of long-running programmes and are
looking ahead at what will come next with a
hands-on approach, rather than continuing 
to rely on Israeli and US products.

There is evidence that some European
governments are looking to establish ISTAR
platforms that draw increasingly on national
industry. Meanwhile, other militaries are
beginning to identify their own requirements,
having learned from coalition operations 
with established UAV operators. In addition 
to this, requirements for MALE systems are
expanding beyond simple ISR into highly
networked, and often armed, platforms 
to fulfil a more critical role within military
aircraft fleets.

�� TEAMING UP
The UK RAF has marked 2015 as the probable
date that its fleet of MQ-9 Reapers will be
withdrawn from service in Afghanistan. With
the Scavenger programme due to provide a

MALE bonding
In an increasingly open European market, collaborative programmes 
look set to shape future MALE UAV development, while modified systems
may fulfil immediate capability requirements, reports Claire Apthorp.

TAI’s Anka will be the Turkish
Air Force’s first MALE UAV.
(Photo: TAI)

IAI Heron TP systems are set to fill a capability gap in the French armed forces. (Photo: IAI)
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‘There is real potential for 
MALE systems to fill broadening

ISTAR asset space.’

with its French partner companies in view 
of the future Franco-British MALE system. 

For the interim solution, Dassault will 
work in cooperation with IAI on the French
version of the Heron TP, known as the 
F-Heron TP. The partnership will bring vital
technological transfer to France, and begin
the development of a national mission
system. The Heron TP was designed by IAI as
a multi-purpose, multi-system platform to
address the Israel Defense Forces’ (IDF’s) and
international customer requirements. With 
an extended performance envelope, a 
variety of payload options and line-of-sight
and SATCOM links, it has been designed for 
a variety of strategic missions, and is one of
the most widely sold MALE platforms in 
the world.

For IAI’s part, the agreement will have a
positive effect on its access to the European
market. An IAI spokesperson told Unmanned
Vehicles: ‘Teaming agreements such as these
provide good opportunities for the Heron
system – these MALE UAV systems are not
the cheapest and with the economics around
Europe being what they are at the moment,
the market is difficult, and systems are
difficult to promote.’

The MoU was signed between BAE
Systems and Dassault in March 2011 for
collaboration on the preparation of a joint

proposal to the UK and French MoDs for 
the design, development and production 
of the Telemos system. This followed the
completion of a feasibility study for both
governments, and has established a
framework under which Dassault and BAE
Systems can work together on the 50/50
work-sharing agreement, with BAE Systems
providing the air vehicle platform based on
the Mantis UAV concept, and Dassault
delivering the mission system.

Although the UK and French MoDs 
have yet to clarify their requirements for 
the programme, it is likely that a core 
system will be developed that is common 
to both nations, with provision for national
requirements within the basic design. Eric
Trappier, Dassault Aviation executive VP,
international, stated during a joint press
conference with BAE Systems in June that
during the UK-French Summit in November
2010 the two governments indicated that
they would take delivery of the new
equipment between 2015 and 2020, and
that likely requirements would include the
delivery of a MALE UAV in the eight-tonne
class, equipped with synthetic aperture radar,
EO turret, weapons-carrying capability and
an endurance of around 24 hours. 

�� LEARNING CURVE
The Telemos programme was officially
launched at the Paris Air Show in June 
this year. Speaking to UV, Herman Claesan,
director for future combat air systems at BAE
Systems, said that the companies are now
doing the necessary work to pave the way 
for the requirement announcement, which
could happen by the end of the year. ‘We

understand that when David Cameron and
Nicolas Sarkozy meet, there will be a positive
statement made about the next step in terms
of development,’ he said. 

As far as Claesan sees it, there is a clear
operational requirement emerging from 
the UK armed forces off the back of the
Scavenger programme for a highly capable
MALE system. 

‘What we’re seeing in the UK is that they’re
going through the same learning curve 
that the US experienced with their Predator
system,’ he said. ‘That programme was 
started on a “let’s see” basis, and became so
successful and brought so many operational
benefits that it couldn’t be accelerated fast
enough to get a full system into service.

‘The UK is now on a similar learning 
curve – Reaper has been used on the front
line in Afghanistan for many years now, 
and after picking up on the benefits of the
system, more have been ordered under a
UOR. Now they’re looking beyond that, and
carrying forward knowledge and experience
into a full-blown programme.’

Claesan also drew attention to the fact that
the Strategic Defence and Securty Review 
in 2010 left some major gaps in capabilities
for UK forces. Following the disposal of the
Harrier and Nimrod fleets, there is real
potential for next-generation MALE systems
to fill the broadening ISTAR and armed
reconnaissance asset space. In addition to
this, there is a danger of losing skilled
engineer capabilities in the UK as aircraft
design development requirements lessen, 
so projects such as the Telemos programme
have real implications for ensuring these
capabilities are retained. �
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Turkish Aerospace Industries (TAI) unveiled
a new addition to the MALE UAV market 
at the IDEF exhibition in Istanbul earlier this 
year. The aircraft, known as Anka, completed
its fifth test flight on 22 October 2011,
marking the beginning of the programme’s
envelope expansion process that will see
safety and requirement demonstrations
carried out at a range of altitudes, airspeeds
and operating weights. 

The system features a 17m wingspan,
1,600kg take-off weight and 24-hour
endurance capability, and will be the first
MALE UAV system operated by the Turkish 
Air Force. It is expected to reach full operating
capability at the end of 2012. TAI is also
working with Cassidian on the Talarion
programme to develop a next-generation
MALE UAV to meet the requirements of
France, Germany and Spain. 

Also signed at IDEF, this MoU will see a
next-generation system developed for long-
endurance surveillance and reconnaissance,
with a focus on a modular design and the
integration of the UAV into a network-
enabled operations scenario. The first flight for
the prototype is scheduled for 2014, and the
system will also be certified to operate within
civil airspace, opening the door to missions
including anti-piracy, drug control, border
protection, and ecological and natural crisis
management, as well as in-theatre ISTAR. 

One of the main objectives driving 
forward the development is the goal to 
create sovereign MALE UAV capabilities 
for the nations involved. The sharing of
strengths across the partner nations will
enable a system to be developed that is
based on European technologies, rather 
than continuing to rely on non-European
platforms, such as those that come out 
of Israel and the US – primarily the General
Atomics Aeronautical Systems (GA-ASI)
Predator family. 

�� NEW HORIZONS
GA-ASI is currently working on a programme
that could have implications for the MALE
UAV fleet worldwide. With the latest addition

to its Predator family of aircraft, the 
Predator C Avenger, which has been
developed under internal R&D, the 
company is beginning to push the
boundaries of what MALE UAV platforms
have previously been capable of. It is
designed with a reduced signature and
highly increased speed, providing potential
customers with an expanded quick-
response armed reconnaissance capability. 

With a maximum altitude of 50,000ft, 
an airborne endurance of 20 hours and a
maximum airspeed of 400kts, the aircraft has
much higher operational and transit speeds
than current Predator-series aircraft, resulting
in quick response and rapid repositioning for
improved mission flexibility and survivability.
Its significant payload capacity enables it 
to carry multiple sensors, while its internal
weapons bay can house 1,361kg of precision
munitions. The aircraft is currently in an
expanded test programme, having
completed its first flight in April 2009. 

‘We began development of the Avenger in
anticipation of the need from our customers
for an aircraft that can perform in a more
contested airspace,’ Chris Ames, director of
strategic development at GA-ASI, told UV. 
‘If you look at our family of Predator UAV
aircraft, the Predator is designed for more
benign environments, but as you progress
upward past the Gray Eagle and Predator B,
the Avenger is a high-performance aircraft
with considerable speed, enabling
operations in more contested airspace’.

The USN has since defined its own
programme, known as the Unmanned
Carrier Launched Airborne Surveillance and
Strike System, that will seek the development
of an aircraft carrier-based system providing
persistent ISR and strike capabilities. It is also

expected to enhance the versatility provided
by an aircraft carrier. GA-ASI has developed
the Sea Avenger variant to compete for the
programme, with the platform benefitting
from many of the systems already proven on
the Avenger aircraft. 

GA-ASI has seen significant interest in 
the Avenger, which it calls a ‘one of a kind
capability’. ‘The aircraft is truly multi-mission,’
company officials claim. ‘It can be used as 
a pure ISR asset, armed ISR for precision 
time-sensitive strike, maritime surveillance, 
or SIGINT and communications relay. The
differentiating factor from other MALE
platforms is the speed – for example, if the
scene of action is 32km away, being able to
fly at 400kts and get there sooner means a 
lot to those in peril,’ Ames enthused.

�� A NEW ERA
The concept of MALE UAVs contributing
significantly to the air superiority missions 
of an air force or navy is perhaps inching
towards reality with platforms such as the
Avenger. In the UK, there is already discussion
in certain circles over whether the Joint Strike
Fighter will be the last manned combat jet
that the MoD will invest in. BAE Systems is
currently in the process of developing its
Taranis unmanned combat aircraft system
(UCAS) demonstrator that will contribute 
to the understanding of strategic UCAS,
through the demonstration of relevant
technologies and their integration into a
representative UAV system. Taranis will
provide the UK MoD with experimental
evidence on the potential capabilities of this
class of UAV and help to inform decisions on
the future mix of manned and unmanned
fast-jet aircraft, and could help lead the MALE
UAV market over interesting new horizons. uv

The Predator B (pictured) will be eclipsed in speed by the ‘C’ variant. (Photo: GA-ASI)
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multiple communication protocols and
security schemes, as well as boasting
upgrades by software uploads.

�� SHARPENING ROVER
The need to provide more than just a video
feed has long been recognised. In February,
L-3 Communication Systems-West and
Swedish aerial video exploitation software
company Imint announced that they had
teamed up to provide the latter’s Ihvert real-
time video enhancement and exploitation
software in L-3’s Remotely Operated Video

Enhanced Receiver (ROVER) 4 and 5 models.
The software has also been designed to work
on the ‘resource-constrained’ rugged laptops
often used as RVT displays.

Ihvert can take shaky real-time video
imagery and reduce motion by a factor of
between three and six, according to Imint.
Such motion is usually measured in pixels per
frame with, for example, a rate of ten pixels
per frame shifting the image by ten pixels
every 40 milliseconds or 250 pixels every
second; if the video has a vertical resolution
of 597 pixels (PAL), an object in the centre

T
he urgent need for real-time UAV 
video at the tactical edge has created 
a market for rugged, portable remote

video terminals (RVTs) in a variety of form
factors. As they evolve, RVTs are getting
smaller and smarter, accepting feeds from
multiple UAVs and other airborne platforms,
offering a broadening range of display
options, and also becoming sophisticated
image intelligence tools. 

Video processing and enhancement
capabilities embedded in the latest devices
can compensate for the shortcomings in
stability and clarity of imagery from mini- 
and micro-UAVs, effectively upgrading the
system without touching the air vehicle. The
latest terminals are also secure software-
defined radios (SDRs) compatible with

Straight to video
Sharper imaging, greater interoperability and SDR functionality
in smaller, lighter configurations are some of the RVT features
now available to tactical users, says Peter Donaldson.
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�

USAF joint terminal attack controllers review
map data using an MVR III Mini-ROVER. 
(All photos: US DoD)
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moves almost half the height of the image 
in a second. Ihvert uses edge calculation
algorithms to stabilise the image with the
emphasis on the centre, resulting in the
object in the middle of the picture 
remaining steady while the edges of 
the frame move. Ihvert’s sharpening 
function measures image focus quality 
and then applies a correction factor that
results in images said to be between 
two and six times sharper.

�� ENHANCED PERFORMANCE
In July 2011, Imint released Ihvert version 2.5
with updated Vidhance contrast optimisation
software. This extracts more detail in areas
that are either under- or over-exposed, 
says the company, such as dark objects on
reflective backgrounds, revealing details
obscured by uneven illumination or 
shadows. The algorithms have also been
tuned to improve images captured
underwater, compensating for murky 
water, lamp illumination and reflections 
of surface waves. Ihvert 2.5 for RVTs also
improves the efficiency of the software’s 
real-time or near-real-time analysis through
better handling of bookmarks, snapshot
annotations and chalking.

Weighing around 22kg, L-3’s ROVER 4 is a
portable, receive-only terminal that displays
sensor feeds from multiple platforms on a
rugged laptop. Compatible with Ku- and 

C-band digital signals, as well as C-, S- and 
L-band analogue transmissions, ROVER 4 
can receive video and other data from UAV
systems including Predator, Shadow and
Dragon Eye, the Litening targeting pod 
and other assets. Its major components
include the receiver plus the two antennas
and associated cabling, all supplied in a
rugged case. 

ROVER 5 is a much smaller handheld
transceiver that displays sensor data from
multiple airborne platforms and transmits
time-sensitive targeting data. As an SDR, 
it accepts new radio and video codec
software. Designed to operate with
encryption and compliant with both
Common Data Link protocols and NATO
STANAGs, ROVER 5 is also interoperable 
with ROVER 3, eROVER and ROVER 4 units
and the platforms they support.

ROVER 5 receives Ku-, C-, L- and S-band
signals plus UHF and can transmit in the 
Ku- and C-bands through an external

amplifier and antenna. As a receiver and
display, it is a self-contained 24x14x5.7cm
unit, weighing 1.6kg. It can operate for two
and a half to three hours on its lithium-ion
battery and accepts AC and DC power.

�� LESS IS MORE
Smaller still is L-3’s Soldier ISR Receiver 
(SIR). Also known as Tactical ROVER, SIR is 
a 7.6x16.7x3.8cm handheld device that
weighs less than 0.5kg and is designed to
provide secure digital and analogue multi-
band ISR video directly to the dismounted
user. Receive band coverage includes L, S, 
C and Ku. Multiple interfaces enable it to
connect to virtually any soldier system,
display device, computer or power source,
according to the company.

Harris Communications makes a 
directly comparable product known as the
RF-7800T-HH Situational Awareness Video
Receiver (SAVR) that, it says, is designed 
for the dismounted soldier, yet is versatile

A remote operational video enhanced receiver is sent video from overhead aircraft that is
streamed to a desktop computer, providing the emergency operations centre with situational
awareness of hurricane damage.
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enough for vehicle and tactical operations
centre applications. The SAVR user can
choose to display video imagery on a 
laptop or a variety of other displays including
head- or helmet-mounted goggles and
handheld monoculars. As well as operating
as a standalone video receiver, SAVR also
works as a radio and is compatible with 
other Harris multi-band systems such as 
the AN/PRC-152A and -117G. It can also
stream UAV video into tactical mobile 
ad hoc networks.

Offering analogue coverage in the L-, 
S- and C-bands and digital coverage in the 
C- and L-bands, SAVR supports numerous
airborne platforms including UAVs such 
as Raven, Wasp, Puma, Shadow, Predator,
Hunter and Dragon Eye, along with Apache
and Cobra attack helicopters, AC-130

gunships and Litening pods. An embedded
GPS receiver enables relative position
reporting using distance and bearing
calculations to a UAV, when receiving a 
digital downlink transmission. SAVR also
supports Type III AES 128 and 256 decryption.
With Joint Tactical Radio System compliance,
SAVR can keep up with emerging data 
link and encryption standards through
software uploads.

�� MAXIMISING INTEROPERABILITY
AAI Textron’s One System Remote Video
Terminal (OSRVT) is arguably the most
recognisably interoperable RVT system
currently deployed by US forces. Its L-band
capability enables it to receive imagery and
telemetry from the Raven, Wasp, Puma and 
T-Hawk UAVs. Its S-band capability allows 

it to receive analogue video from the Scan
Eagle. Analogue C-band reception brings 
the Shadow, Hunter, Aerosonde Mk 4.7,
Predator, Gray Eagle and Litening pod into
the fold, with the last three providing video
only. Digital C-band reception snares Warrior
A, Predator and Litening pod video.

OSRVT’s Ku-band capability enables it 
to receive downlinks from a Kiowa Warrior
armed scout helicopter equipped with
L2MUM, and Apaches equipped with VUIT,
both of which are manned/unmanned
teaming systems. Ku-band reception 
also pulls in Tactical Common Data Link
transmissions from the Gray Eagle, Shadow
and Hunter UAV systems, along with video
from the Sniper and Litening pods and
transmissions from USN Fire Scout VTOL
UAVs and the Desert Owl. �
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The OSRVT system includes the multi-
band receiver, antennas and a rugged
computer that offers keyboard-free operation
via touchscreen, touchpad, mouse or
trackball. The baseline presentation format
consists of two windows showing the real-
time video feed and annotated FalconView
maps, facilitating export of target data.
Typically, the map would show the user’s
position, an icon to represent the airborne
video source, one or more target icons and a
representation of the payload’s stare point
and footprint. Embedded data decoding
software enables users to drill deeper into
geospatial intelligence.

Following a year of field trials with the
French Army, Sagem DS announced in the
middle of last year that its new ROVER-
compatible RVT had been ordered for the
61st Artillery Regiment for use with Sperwer
UAVs. Developed as part of the Sperwer Mk II
system, it can also be used with Sagem’s
Patroller MALE UAV. 

As a complete system, it weighs 13kg with
batteries (11kg without) and consists of a
receiver linked to a Panasonic Toughbook 
CF-19 rugged laptop along with a removable
vehicle integration kit. The receiver module
contains C-, S-band and UHF capabilities,
with in-band frequencies adjustable by the
user. Omni-directional antennas provide
ranges up to 20km. Raster maps and level 0, 
1 or 2 Digital Terrain Evaluation Data can be
updated by the user and work with an
embedded GPS receiver. Battery operation
provides four hours of autonomy and the
system also accepts 12-32V DC and 110-220V
50Hz AC external power. 

�� ISRAELI OPTIONS
Israeli industry has long been active in the
RVT field and a range of systems is now
available from companies including
Aeronautics and Tadiran Spectralink. 

Aeronautics’ terminal weighs 5kg and 
fits into a backpack from which the receiver
antenna extends with the operator wearing
the display console over his or her body
armour. Operating independently of the 

UAV ground station, it receives the real-time
imagery directly at ranges of up to 30km. 
The company also offers the Remote Payload
Control Station, which Aeronautics describes
as a third-level RVT that both receives real-
time video images and gives the user on the
ground full control of the UAV’s sensors.

Tadiran offers a number of RVTs as
elements of its Battlespace VideoNet system,
including the Video Receiver and Monitor for
Battlefield Operations (V-RAMBO), StarLink
(SL)-RAMBO and the Man-Pack Receiving
System (MRS)-2000. Probably the best known
of these is the V-RAMBO, the monitor for
which is worn on the wrist. As well as feeding
the wrist display, it can also feed other
portable display devices including PDAs,
laptops, goggles and monocular devices.

V-RAMBO has been produced in both
analogue and digital versions, and the 
multi-band model was unveiled in 2006. 
This included an embedded GPS receiver,
improvements to the day and night visibility
of the display, and integrated COMSEC
functions. Digital V-RAMBO is designed to
work with mini- and micro-UAVs using digital
transmitters and data links such as Tadiran’s
own StarLink system. Dual-band V-RAMBO
works in the C- and S-bands and offers more
than five hours of continuous operation.
Weighing less than 1.2kg, it includes a video
receiver, battery and foldable antenna
integrated into a compact unit that can be
carried in a pouch on a combat vest, and the
wrist display.

The similar SL-RAMBO system operates in
the S-band, running for up to four hours on a
single battery charge, receiving video and
telemetry at up to 1.4Mb/s, with the operator
selecting either single-frequency or
frequency-hopping modes. Measuring

8.5x17x6.5cm, the receiver unit is the same
size as that of the V-RAMBO, but at about
1.4kg is slightly heavier. Both feature
embedded GPS receivers.

Tadiran’s all-digital MRS-2000M is a much
larger system with greater functionality that
‘can be coupled with every existing UAV and
other airborne payloads’, according to the
company. MRS-2000M works with Searcher,
Hermes and Ranger, but other platforms can
be specified. C-band operation with an omni
antenna provides a range of up to 8km,
increasing to 35km with a directional
antenna. The system weighs 12kg, not
including a 3kg tripod.

�� THE WIDER PICTURE
The backpack unit houses a computer, 
video receiver and antenna and can store the
display. Software includes proprietary image
and data manipulation tools that enable the
user to build intelligence overlays for digital
maps. The map, integral GPS receiver and
compass enable the system to generate a 3D
view of the terrain, while the sensor footprint,
target information and tactical symbols help
complete the situational awareness picture
on the map.

MRS-2000M also features image
processing and video enhancement
capabilities, along with the capacity to 
store large numbers of images. It can also
generate automatic target reports and
artillery corrections, and can disseminate
intelligence over wireless networks.

As size, weight and power demands
reduce and more communications protocols
are embedded, RVTs will bring UAV video to
many more tactical users, helping to break
down any information stovepipes that
remain as hangovers from an earlier era. uv

Soldiers set up a One System RVT as they prepare to begin an exercise.
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When worlds collide
technology-based sense-and-avoid system is
satisfactorily developed to replicate this, we
have to think about the other users and
segregate the airspace,’ he said.

‘Segregating airspace is an effective 
method of reducing the collision risk for UAS
operations, but it is not an efficient one – it
denies airspace to other users, and so we
cannot use [it] as the long-term solution. 
The ultimate goal is to have manned and
unmanned aircraft flying in the same airspace,
separated appropriately and “doing their own
thing”. We’re still quite a way away from that I’m
afraid, but we’re getting there.’

The West Wales airspace change proposal
was implemented on 28 July and allows UAS,
including Thales UK’s Watchkeeper, to operate
as far east as the MoD’s Sennybridge training
area. However, Corbett added that this UAV is
currently being certified as a military aircraft,
and does not hold any certification from 
the CAA.

The intention is to help promote the
development of UAS by providing suitable
volumes of segregated airspace that can
support a variety of unmanned activities. 
Most importantly, the airspace is flexible in 
its design, so only the minimum amount of
restricted airspace needed to contain the
activity will be activated – the use of ‘floating’
segregated airspace elements with ‘free’
airspace beneath is a significant step forward
for UAS operations. The airspace also provides
the opportunity for industry to work towards
integrating with manned aircraft, albeit in a
controlled (ie safe) environment.

‘We’ve got the airspace, we now need to 
get people flying in it and increase confidence
in unmanned aviation,’ suggested Corbett.

Acknowledging Autonomous Systems
Technology Related Airborne Evaluation and
Assessment’s efforts in the detect-and-avoid
domain, he continued: ‘There are several
companies around the world actively seeking 
a solution, and there is a potential knock-on

benefit – if they do come across something
that is suitable and relatively small, it could
have an offshoot onto manned aviation 
as well.

‘Think of mobile phones and [vehicle]
navigation systems. Ten years ago, the 
sort of capability that we have now was 
almost unheard of. We want to be open to
suggestions like that, but we will work in line
with other countries as well to try to find
common ground.’

�� INTERNATIONAL INTEGRATION
Highlighting the cooperation with the
International Civil Aviation Organisation and
EUROCAE, Corbett added: ‘UAS integration 
is ultimately an international issue and we 
all need to work together. As regulators, 
we are trying to move things forward safely,
step-by-step, [and] be forward leaning as much
as possible, but we can’t just push 100 years
worth of aviation knowledge to one side. We
have got to build on what we’ve got already,
develop that and fit into the aviation
environment that is around us.’

Referring to civil certification of UAS, he 
said that BAE Systems’ High-Endurance Rapid
Technology Insertion was the first system
currently being considered. Having bid for 
its certificate earlier this year, he admitted 
that the process could take between two 
and three years.

‘We are not dragging our heels,’ concluded
Corbett. ‘Industry obviously wants to move
ahead quickly, but we are breaking new
ground and need to be aware of this. The 
UK CAA is still at forefront of things.’ UV

A
manned-unmanned aircraft collision 
in the UK, similar to that which saw an
RQ-7 Shadow UAV collide with a C-130 in

Afghanistan in August, would ‘set the industry
back years’, Lt Cdr Gerry Corbett of the Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA) Directorate of
Airspace Policy has warned.

Responding to criticism from industry 
that the CAA is taking too long to certify 
UAS for flight in UK airspace, he described to
Unmanned Vehicles the need in both the
manned and unmanned camps to get the
‘details’ right.

‘There are human factors on both sides,’
stressed Corbett. ‘We as regulators have to be
very careful of that and make sure we do things
sensibly and progressively, taking measured
steps at the right time. [We must] do a bit,
prove it is safe, learn from it and move on to 
the next stage. 

‘Unmanned aircraft have got to be “safe 
to be flown”, and have to be “flown safely”. 
In simple terms, we need to make sure that
they will remain airborne, and when airborne,
remain controllable. Once that is sorted, the
next question is “how do you avoid collisions
with other aircraft?”

�� FLIGHT FREEDOM
Referring to operations in the UK, he 
described a situation where unmanned aircraft
operate freely in non-segregated airspace with
manned aircraft as still being ‘a long way down
the line’, although this was wholly dependent
on industry technology uplifts. However, the
breakthrough could be just around the corner.

In relation to the recent extension of 
airspace for UAS operating from West Wales
Airport in Aberporth, Corbett suggested that
this relied on the realisation of ‘detect and
avoid’ (more commonly known as ‘sense 
and avoid’) technology.

‘Because an unmanned aircraft doesn’t 
have a pilot who can look out the window 
and “see and avoid” other aircraft, [and] until a

Andrew White talks to Lt Cdr Gerry Corbett about the issues
surrounding manned-unmanned airspace integration and the
need for suitable sense-and-avoid technology.

West Wales Airport will remain the centrepoint
for UK UAS flights. (Photo: WWUAVC)
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WASP 

RAVEN

PUMAAE
UAS:

Around an embankment, beyond the horizon, or over the sea, 

 continue to gather critical data undetected without putting your 

troops or civilians in harm’s way. Each AeroVironment UAS is 

uniquely designed to maximize results without compromising 

the mission. Be prepared for any situation with our family of 

UAS ready for your deployment today.

avinc.com/raven

WASPP

RANGE - 5 km

 ENDURANCE - 45 minutes 

 WEIGHT - 0.95 lbs (430 g)

RAVENN

RANGE - 10 km 

ENDURANCE - 60–90 minutes

WEIGHT - 4.2 lbs (1.9 kg ) 

PUMAAEE

 RANGE - 15 km 

ENDURANCE - 2 hours

 WEIGHT - 13 lbs (5.9 kg )
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